
The Landscaping Modeler enables strategic planners, analysts and architects to:
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Landscaping

The Landscaping Modeler is a cloud-based strategic planning and lightweight business architecture tool. 
Creative strategic thinking and unconstrained brainstorming is supported with electronic sticky notes to 
capture quality ideas in an intuitive and easy-to-use environment. Create business architecture blueprints 
to bridge the gap between strategic brainstorming and the operations of your organization.

Collaborate with relevant stakeholders to rap-
idly obtain consensus on strategy formulation 
Easily capture creative strategic brainstorming 
sessions on an electronic whiteboard
Save whiteboards and models in shared folders 
for sustainability and availability of information
Use recognized methods and visual canvases 
to help develop ideas

Rationalize ideas and transform brainstorming 
notes into reusable operational elements
Organize ideas and operational elements into 
meaningful business structures
Relate different views of their business architec-
ture 
Create a shared mental model via navigable 
visual maps of their business architecture



Landscaping

Part of the Digital Enterprise Suite

The Digital Enterprise Suite is a complete collaborative cloud-based visualization, innovation, transformation and 
improvement software suite. It enables non-technical business people to align strategies to operations while considering both 
the outside-in and inside-out perspectives.

Trisotech’s customers gain competitive advantage by obtaining unique insights from the various models created using the 
Suite, harnessing the power of the Trisotech Digital Enterprise Graph – a semantic model of your organization. 

For more information, contact us at sales@trisotech.com or see our website for more details at www.trisotech.com. All 
products in the Digital Enterprise Suite run in most modern browsers on desktops, laptops, tablets and mobile devices.

Start from scratch on a digital whiteboard or use recognized 
methods and visual canvases to guide you as you develop 
ideas:

Support visual representation of business architecture in a 
simple technological environment:

Facilitate collaboration between teams and team members:

Use electronic sticky notes, simple shapes or import 
images to formulate ideas
Work with recognized canvases or request your own 
personalized ones
Refer to canvas instructions for consistent capture and 
categorization of ideas
Attach files of different formats to your notes from any 
source

Turn free-form ideas into meaningful business entities, 
such as actors, activities and events, reusable through 
the Digital Enterprise Graph and Trisotech modelers
Hyperlink different canvases and whiteboards into the 
same document for a complete overview of your 
business structure
Communicate business structure and vision through 
your organization to foster operations-to-strategies 
alignment 

Have asynchronous working sessions using various itera-
tive versions of the same document
Host real-time crowdsourcing working sessions with 
team members via the Ideation tool from the Trisotech 
Digital Enterprise Suite
Engage others with social commenting to improve 
co-operation within your organization
Generate electronic reports to easily capture the work 
done in the session and communicate ideas to other 
teams
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